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ALUMNI BOARD INSPIR-ED 
WITH NEW CREATIVE SPIRIT 
Saturday night the Junior Class sponsored a dance. The 
dance was costume attire which was poorly attended. 
NO CHANGE THIS YEAR 
IN MIDTERM POLICY 
Perhaps at this point in the 
academic year it would be useful, if 
not desirable to consider the subject 
of mid-term grades. 
Recr.Uy rumors have been 
drifting throughout the campus 
speculating that mid-term grades 
would not be printed up and sent to 
student's parents. It seems that this 
optimistic idea has its only real 
roots in a group set up by student 
body Vice-President, Pat Cronan, 
which took action to abolish the mid-
term reports. · 
An ad hoc committee was 
constructed of seven or eight 
students class officiers and General 
Assembly representatives in order 
to circulate petitions to do away 
with mid-term grades. The petitions 
provided room for a total of five 
~undred names. and at last report. 
signatures were approaching the 
half-way mark. Apparently both the 
committee and its hopeful petition 
have lapsed into atrophy. 
Had the committee compiled the 
required number of the names, the 
proposal would have been submitted 
to Dean Grpllmes for his 
consideration. 
A poll was taken last semester 
dealing with the same problem and 
with results of students opposing 
mid-term grades two to one, 
Farther Grollmes proclaimed the 
results inconclusive. 
Whether the petition would have 
been seriously considered is now 
irrelevant. It can be assured that 
the results of your mid-term exams 
will be promptly forwarded to your 
parents. 
by Greg Henceman 
Scarcely a month ago, the College 
Community of this campus hosted 
another in the series of bi-annual 
National Alumni Board meetings. It 
seems a bit trite to again say that 
the atmosphere was better than in 
the past, yet there was a definite 
change. No longer in this event a 
weekend of verbal onslaught, but 
rather, a workshop whose entire 
focus is Regis College. 
Significant steps were taken to 
develop and foster this new spirit of 
openness. The College made the 
attempt to present a new value in 
this institution's understanding of 
liberal arts. The Friday "Evening 
with the Arts" presented perfor-
mances by students and faculty and 
was lauded by those in attendance. 
Such comments as "the program 
was excellent" and "remarkable for 
such a short period of preparation·· 
were voiced by all. This newly-
fostered program of the College was 
aptly used to begin the workshop. 
Saturday morning found the board 
members present for a full day's 
brain-storm session. The areas of 
corporate policies. student recruit-
ment, ·scholarships and grants. 1-ligh 
Schoo\ and College relationships. 
and others were of prime target. 
The reporting individuals from the 
College administration were 
pressed with pointed questions and 
answered as best they could. There 
was a new pressure placed upon 
them so they knew if their informa-
tion was insufficient. The final 
results of these sessions were not 
then left to die. but rather. were 
presented to the President in the 
manner of fully-supported 
proposals. The attitude of one 
member from Los Angeles. "I am 
trying to pay for my trip here," was 
predominant throughout the day. 
Sunday brought .the regular 
business meeting and the reports of 
the study committees. The 
President expressed his feedback as 
Single-Sexed 
College Lures 
New Students Journalism, Public Relations, Resear-ch, or · 1 ago, because my experience, profes-commercia manage-ment. sionally and in college, was in a co-
The admissions Office has noted ed institution. Now, after my nine 
the geographic diversity of ·the Many transfer students to TBC did months at TBC, I see it as -a major 
incoming students this term. On the not find what they were looking for issue after talking to students trying_ 
basis of his many students inter- at large, co-ed institutions. They to excape male dominance that 
views, Don Gix, director of found discrimination, male began for them in hgih school," he 
admissions, remarked that almost dominance, and that their money stated. Socially, TBC is at an 
as many career plans ass states are was being poured into such advantage. The students at such 
represented. He also said that there programs as athletics for men, campuses as Denver University, the 
was an increase of transfer students while female physical education Air Force Academy, School of 
over last year. Gix believes many programs were third and fourth on Mines, etc., while in a co-ed institu-
prospective freshman and transfers the list. "At TBC," Gix said, tion dating is limited to the 
are sensitive to the advantages of a "Every girl can be sure that every boundaries of that campus. 
small, single-sexed campus. penny she pays goes into her Gix explained that the trend is 
Women students are no longer education." moving slowly back to colleges like 
limited to such banal professions as "Look at any national meeting of Temple-Buell--small and single- _ 
nursing and teaching. With the student government, and 90 per cent sexed. The colleges that went co-ed 
present degree of specialization in of the presidents are male, with a to save themselves financially did 
society, a woman with an English small infiltration of women as secrd- not succeed. If TBC went co-ed, it 
to the progress of the meeting and 
voiced his initial and undying 
support. 
It is the opinion of this author that 
after three years of participation in 
the Alumni Board activities. that 
this year is the first in a hopeful 
chain of progress that is developing. 
The Board seemed to be saying , 
"Here we are, talented and excited 
individuals that are asking for the 
right to participate in the develop-
ment and implementation of this 
College's future . Please use us! .. 
**N .B. This opinion 
has been voiced by 
and alumni before. 
"thev" will listen. 
is not new, it 
both students 
Perhaps now 
B&G POLL 
INDICATES 
-CLOSE RACE 
The following poll was conducted 
by the starr ol tlw Hn>wn and Gold 
the week or Oet. 8-15. The poll was a 
random sampling or on and off 
campus students at various places 
on the campus. 
Have you registen•d to n>te in the 
1972 national election'.' 
93% Y••s 
7% No 
If so, in which state (that 
home state or Colorado)? 
71% Home state 
29% Colorado 
is, your 
Do you intend to volt' for any of the 
candidates? 
84% Yes 
10% No 
6% Undecided 
With what political party 
consider yourself affiliated? 
47% Democratic 
16% Republican 
27% Independent 
5% Undecided 
5% Other 
do you 
For whom do you intend to YOte for 
in the 1972 Presidential election? 
33% McGovern 
33% Nixon 
26% Undecided 
8% Other 
major may go into such careers a taries. I wouldn't have believed in would lose its uinqueness. 
male dominance a year and a half . -~~~~~~~~>..-c~~~~~~~~~~~-·,-1~~~~~~~~ 
ov. 7 - VOTE NOV. 7 
r, 
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BROWN AND GOLD 
Theology . Dept. Adds Four New People 
This year the theology depart-
ment received four new teachers. 
They are Ron DiSanto, Randy 
Lumpp, Bill Hynes, and Fr. 
~ames Bresnahan. Ron DiSanto ' 
got his B.A. at Borromeo College 
in Cleveland, Ohio, in Philo-
sophy. Then he went on to the 
Gregorian University in Rome, 
where he received Theological 
STB study. After he decided not 
to become a priest he went to 
University of Dayton and got his 
Masters in Theological studies. 
Finally, he received his PhD at 
McMasters in Ontario, Canada. 
His main reason for coming to 
Regis was the good atmosphere 
and the fact that it is a small 
college. This type of atmosphere 
Induces good educational 
experience for students as well 
as the teachers . Ron DiSanto 
prefers discussions and work-
shops supplemented by films and 
records for his classes, which is 
something he could not do at 
Dayton due to the largeness of 
the classes. "Religion is the core 
'of beliefs or unbeliefs have a lot 
to say about what man is, " 
DiSanto ex planed. This is why he 
'is interested in Theology and this 
is why he teaches it. 
Randy Lumpp went to Regis as 
a freshman but then transfered 
t.o Seattle University and 
recieved his B.A. in Philosophy. 
He went on to get his Masters in 
Theology at Marquette Univ-
~rsity. Taking a break from aching he went up to the Univ-rsity of Ottawa to receive his . hD in Religious study. Then he eturned to Dayton for three ore .years. Randy decided to· 
'return to Regis because Fr. 
Maginnis influenced him to go 
'into Theology. The fact that 
Regis is a small school, where 
~ne gets to know the people 
better and the informal educa-
tional methods such as discus-
sions were a lso reasons for 
!Lumpp's returning. 
I Bill Hynes primary reason for 
coming to Regis was that he felt 
this Theology department is one 
of the most crea tive and 
progressive in the country . 
Secondly , one can teach 
interdiciplinary courses here, 
such as the theory of man in 
ethics (which will be taught by an 
anthropology teacher and 
theology teacher). Thirdly, Bill 
gets along well with all his 
colleagues and feels that the 
whole department is working 
together as one. Finally, he was 
drawn to the mountains of 
Colorado. He believes teaching 
theology is a way to help people 
exist. Hynes received his B.A. in 
Philosophy at Immacula te 
Conception College. He received 
his M.A. in theology at Marquette 
and an M.A. in history of 
Christian thought from the 
University of Chicago and lastly 
received his PhD a t the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Before coming to 
Regis he taught for six years at 
St. Xavier in Chicago. 
Fr. James Bresnahan has a 
number of degrees ranging from 
an A.B. at College of Holy Cross 
to an LLM at Harvard Law 
School. He received his PhD in 
Christian Ethics and Religious 
studies at Yale. He taught at 
Cheverus High School in 
Portland, Maine and Fairfield 
University in Fairfield , Connec-
ticut. Fr. Bresnahan was 
interested in Regis because he 
considered it a small college on 
the move and was aware of its 
potentiality for being a better 
school. The members of the 
faculty impressed him. He said 
of them, "They are in the process 
of learniqg from each other." 
Fr Bresnahan is teaching only 
two seminars this semester as he 
arrived late. He believes educa-
tion is a personal relationship in 
which we together explore a field 
we're interested in. This by 
exploring ideas with people we 
come to know them and our-
selves better. " I have long had a 
desire to help other people and so 
help myself to be free ," said Fr. 
Bresnahan. He believes he can do 
this at Regis. 
Keene State College 
Experiments With Bar 
Keene, N.H. (CPS) - In the age of smoke-fi lled rooms. there are 
still college students who feel they should be a llowed to drink on 
campus. 
The student senate at Keene State College recentl y passed a re-
solution calling for an on-campus "over 21" club in which a lcohol 
would be served. The proposition two schools . 
is expected to be presented to the Sources at Keene State College 
president of the college in about a say that the only real confl ict is 
month, then to be passed on to the where the pub will be located. as 
college senate and finally to the there is some objection to placing 
Board ofTrustees. the club in the " a lready over-
The sent iment among the crowded Student Union building." 
trustees is favorable to the propo- Possibly, this problem will be 
sal, according to David Gagne, worked out when the proposition is 
KSC student and Board of Trustee sent to the Student Union Board 
member. prior to its acceptance or rejection 
The Plymouth State College Stu- by the college president. 
dent Senate passed similar propo-
sal last year which was tabled by 
the Board of Trustees. Debbie N ue- ..----------------. 
hauser, president of Keene State 
Student Council, reported that dis- TERM PAPERS 
cussion between PSC , New 
England College and the New 
Hampshire State Liquor Commis-
sion in favor of the on·campus 
clubs. 
Send for your descriptive, up·to·date, 
l28·page, mail order catalog of 2,300 
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to 
cover posta1e and handlin1. 
WE ALSO WRITE 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS. 
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc. 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493 
"We need a local salesman" 
"They see it as curbing drunken 
driving of some college students, " 
she said. She also said that the 
commission favored the " non-
profit aspect of the clubs," The 
money made in the clubs, accord-
'ing to the current proposals, would 
help fund the students unions of the L.. _ _ _ ________ _j 
New members of the 
Theology Department are 
from l. to r., Fr. James 
Bresnahan, Randy Lumpp, 
Bill Hynes, and Ron DiSanto. 
\ ; .. , ~ 
Jt; I 1 1 f 
JABBERWOCI(Y 
I with DON MARTIN 
Last night, as I sat in the Bowels of Belial. sur-
rounded by the Blaring Box, cigarette smoke, and 
walls of humanity, I drained my glass of brew and 
thought to myself, "This is a nice place to visit, but 
I wouldn't want to live here." 
I said to my drinking partner, "Oh, I must be 
off, since I have a test tomorrow, for which I have 
not studied! '' 
Good friend that he was, he advised me against 
such action. 
"Blow it off! You only live once. " 
Irreducible logic. 
"You talked me into it. l'\l have another, 
barkeep, and one for my friend ." 
"Damned generous of you , man," came the 
reply as he slid under the table . 
Think nothing of it ," I replied, picking the 
derelict up and seating him aright. " Let us tip the 
elbow tonight, " I said as I drained a half a glass in 
one gulp; a neat trick. 
Bullshit abounds, like a tennis ball gone mad, it 
ricohets off walls , into nook and crannys and 
darkened corners. Travels down the packed isles 
faster than you can make your way through. 
Many Freshman are taking their first sip of the 
hops. One comes up to the bar and ordered a 
pitcher, "You know, I just can't get drunk on this 
3.2beer." 
"Oh, really?" asks the bartender disdainfully. 
A pitstop at the foozball machines to w,.a tch th.e 
add1cts p\ay. Such Olympiad Concentr~ti.on tai'l'\y 
warms the cockles of my heart to see those boys 
giving it their all. Oh! but the excitement is too 
muc_h and the intense concentration drains me so 
that I am in need of a quick pick up! 
"Say, barkeep, how about a cold one?" 
ROYAL 
GAMBIT 
Nov. 2-S 
8:30 PM 
FH S 
. The players a re; center, Neil Reynolds a nd 
startmg from the bottom and going counterclock · s' h · 
P 
. . Wise, e n e 
nee, Sheila McNally Sue Jones Kath D 
J acques, and Kathy H~der. · Y ufford .. Annette photos by Jerry Kelly 
GHOST 
- MYTH OR MYSTERY 
by Chris Czebrinski 
What do you feel when you look 
up at the yawning , stony , fascade 
of Carroll Hall? When you walk 
down its dark, narrow, echoing 
corridors? Do you feel 
something--strange? Well , you 
should . Carroll is haunted, you 
know. Or do you? 
Many students living there will 
say that they feel a little uneasy 
at night. Others will testify that 
some thing, probably someone, 
inhabits those halls for they have 
experienced some strange 
happenings. Glowing lights, 
sounds in rooms where there is 
no one, a hazy figure seen in hall-
ways and rooms. 
tions with people who claim to 
have seen the ghost support 
another explanation. According 
to the archives of the Pink 
Palace, no priest has ever died in 
Carroll Hall. But, Father 
Foristall, a noted archeologist 
and geologist did much of his 
work in the basement. After his 
death, his works were never 
found . they are probably still lost 
somewhere in the lower levels of 
Carroll. Speculation is that 
Father Foristall cannot rest until 
his works are found. That would 
explain why students get such an 
eerie feeling when walking 
around Carroll at night. It is 
probably not that they are alone 
in an old building. It could be 
because they sense the presence 
of another being who is not like 
they are. 
Some merely scoff at their 
freak accidents. Some call them 
manifestations by the ghost of 
Carroll Hall. There are two 
possible explanations as to the 
identity of the ghost. Years ago a 
janitor died a very violent death 
in the basement of Carroll. He 
slit his throat. What caused him 
to do such a thing is unknown. It 
is possible that his spirit haunts 
the basement of Carroll. 
But it is not probable because 
most of the facts and conversa-
The majority of eyewitnesses 
support this explanation. Among 
the most reliable of them is a 
notable teacher who. for obvious 
reasons, wishes te remain 
anonymous. He maintains that 
one evening he was working in 
the basement of the building and 
he noticed a priest stroll past the 
door. He greeted the priest but 
the figure did not reply. The 
teacher thought it strange that he 
did not recognize the priest and 
that he did not reply. He walked 
into the hall and found no one. He 
searched the roon1s but no one 
has managed to drive a few 
students crazy and to kill a few 
others. But those killed were 
either pushed or jumped of their 
o1 a religious order. Manifesta-
tions of ghosts have been 
considered minor, fruits of the 
imaginations of students 
studying too long for . exams. or 
just simple college pranks. It is 
unfortunate that the ghost of 
Carroll Hall falls in this 
category, for those who have 
seen it know that it is real. If 
someone does not find Father 
Foristall's works or does not 
discover why the janitor killed 
himself. the ghost may not stay 
the friendly apparition that it is. 
In its efforts to find peace for its 
soul. it may resort to more 
violent means . as did the ghost of 
Heffron Hall. 
Within the last three weeks, a group of 
faculty, originally twenty in number, but 
currently twenty-nine (and still count-
ing) have gathered to form a Chapter of 
the American Association of University 
Professors . This Regis College AAUP 
Chapter is a revival in a sense , since 
there used to be a Chapter at Regis: but . 
this Chapter is also an entirely new ven-
ture because it has been formed in the 
context of the current growing pains that 
Regis College, with its tremendous po-
tential for attracting top-flight students 
and faculty and its already-initiated ex-
perimental academic atmosphere. is 
obviously exeriencing. 
Student Rights and Freedoms 
Perhaps what would be of most inter-
est to students at Regis College is the 
1968 "Joint Statement on Rights and 
Freedoms of Students" which was 
worked out by AAUP representatives 
along with NSA representatives (and 
those of the Association of American Col-
leges, National Association of Student 
Personnel Administrators , and National 
Association of Women Deans and Counse-
lors). The spirit of this document gives a 
very clear indication of the kind of con-
cerns that motivate professors who join 
AAT)P. "Freedom to teach and freedom 
to learn are inseparable facets of aca-
demic freedom .... The responsibility to 
secure and to respect general conditions 
concucive to freedom to learn is shared 
by all members of the academic com-
munity . . . . Such policies and 
procedures should be developed at each 
institution within the framework of 
· was there. Whoever or whatever 
the priest was. he had vanished 
into-thin air. 
Two womer:~ graduates say 
that, when they lived in Carroll, 
they saw the ghost in the fourth 
floor corridors. A multitude of 
graduates and students who 
presently live there will admit to 
witnessing some happenings a bit 
outoftheordinary. • 
· own will from the windows of the 
two rooms. No one has eve!' 
explained how they gained 
entrance to those forboding 
rooms. 
Fortunately our ghost is a 
friendly ghost. Those students ' at 
St. Mary's College in Winona . 
Wisconsin are not so lucky. They 
have a ghost who inhabits 
Heffron Hall and haunts two 
particular rooms which arc now 
kept securely boarded and 
padlocked shut. Before these 
precautions were taken. students 
died in the two rooms or were 
driven insame and jumped out 
the windows. Even now the ghost 
The ghost is believed to be that 
of Bishop Heffron who went mad 
in the hall named after him. 
Between his grave and the closed 
rooms runs :1 chilly path of air. 
And eu:h Halloween students 
sleep in the hallways or in other 
dorms for few· of being alone in 
their rooms. Scientists h<ll'e 
been studying the phenomenon of 
Heffrom Hall for five years now 
to provide a rational explatwtion. 
They have not found one yet and 
. they probably ncvt•r will. There 
is no reasonable explanation for 
the supernatural. 
Similar events have occurred 
at Loretto Heights WHI other 
schools usually run by members 
If you are still an unbelie1·er. 
try living in Carroll for a year. or 
even a semester. Frequent the 
basement. particularly on a 
stormy night. Then ~ · ou will not 
be so ready too doubt the 
existence of the ghost of Carroll 
Hall. 
FACULTY COJ{NE.R 
general standards and with the broadest 
possible participation of all members of 
the academic community " So. 
professors who form an AAUP chapter 
are interested in the broadest kind of 
sharing in power on the campus. not only 
by the faculty but by students as well. 
Faculty Participation in College Gon•rn-
ance 
Typically enough , the men and women 
who form an AAUP Chapter such as this 
new one here at Regis are very articu-
late, often very opinionated, ready to 
argue a point until clear agreement or 
disagreement appears . As a result. it is 
hard to predict any kind of "partyline" 
and certainly there is no single ideology 
dominating the group. But, there is a 
tendency of the members strongly to 
agree that each faculty member. and 
each group of faculty members on 
campus with a particular viewpoint. 
should be given a serious hearing by 
fellow faculty and administrators. and 
each one's contribution should have an 
effect upon the direction which Regis Col-
lege takes now and in the future. Thus. 
there tends to be a general agreement 
among AAUP members that the college 
faculty should have a strong voice, even 
the initiative, in forming policy on acade-
mic matters (curriculum policies, admis-
sions policies, registration and sched-
uling policies, library policies. and the 
like) as well as at least an influential ad-
visory role in other, related matters 
(budget policies, development policies. 
investment policies, and the like). Of 
course , such influence by the faculty is 
never through the AAUP Chapter as 
such: the AAUP Chapter constitutes a 
group of interested faculty members who 
back such developments and push for 
such participation. and push hard if they 
have to. But. the college governance 
through the Faculty Assembly and 
through the faculty members (elected in 
the Faculty Assembly and responsible to 
the faculty as a whole in that Assemhly) 
who serve on all the various college com-
mittees along with members of the ad-
ministration and students. 
A Faculty Pressun• Group? 
The question could be asked-is this a 
faculty "pressure group" '' The answer 
is not simple , but properly qualified. it 
can be " yes" . AAUP members bcliel'e 
in rational discourse , in persuasion . in 
cooperative efforts to participate in col-
lege governance with the same "style" 
they use in teaching and researching 
within their own particular discipline. A 
good teacher. an effective writer. wants 
to convince, to marshall his arguments. 
but also to hear and to let critical points 
be made which affect his understanding 
of a problem . That is the "style" of 
"pressure" which AAUP members pre-
fer. But, in an imperfect world, some-
times such reasonable measures don't 
work. When they do not, and when con-
frontation begins to replace cooperation. 
the AAUP Policy and Procedural State-
ments covering all aspects of college life 
are useful in furnishing a way toward 
peaceful resolution of disputes or difficul-
ties. An AAUP Chapter works to have 
such policies recognized in advance and 
to have such procedures ready for the 
time of crisis (in a good Faculty 
Handbook). 
But. what if real troubles develop that 
cannot be resolved by reasonable men 
within reasonably fair procedures? 
Well. the members ef an AAUP Chapter 
are prepared to stand solidly together in 
such circumstances and to exercise 
various kinds of pressure-ranging from 
public discussion of the issues even to 
various kinds of "job action" or "work 
stoppage" where. in the unusual case. a 
faculty happens to be dealing with a uni-
versity administration made up of unre-
constructed autocrats. (The AA UP 
Chapter at St. John's Uni\·ersity in 
Brooklyn participated in a strike after 
the "purge" of some forty " anti-adminis-
tration" faculty members by the admin-
istration of that very large university 
some years ago: that situation has since 
been cleared up to the general satisfac-
tion of almost everyone invol\·ed .) Now. 
this is an unusual case indeed. The 
people who have formed this Regis Col-
lege AAUP Chapter aren't planning to go 
out on strike. nor even to ask for "collec-
tive bargaining" (according to the indus-
trial and commercial model under the 
protection of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board). They want to push for 
growth of Regis 
(continued on page 9) 
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The Brown and Gold has by tradition been a 
bimonthly publication that gives the events of all 
campus groups and comments on the surrounding 
environment. It seems as though the B&G could 
become a useful tool to both the students and 
community with the aid of students' help. 
With some help from administrative source there is 
a proposal being drawn up to convert the Hrown and 
Gold into a weekly paper. But for this to become 
reality rather than just a plan on a piece of paper, 
students must be willing to work to create such an 
issue. 
What would be needed would be to expand the staff 
to almost triple the size of what it is now. With such an 
expanded staff it would not be of any consequence to 
put out a weekly paper. The reason for this change 
would seem obvious. In the present form the paper is 
only able to give news up until the Friday before, thus 
on some things there is a three week lag before 
coverage is given or any type of info is supplied to the 
students. Also, last minute preparations, such as 
Shrivers' visit, would be able to be announced in 
advance, thus eliminating the problem of publicizing 
the event on campus to any great degree. 
In order for this proposal to take effect, there must 
first be enough interest shown by the students if this is 
what they would like to see happen. 
But more than simple interest there must be help. 
Writers, in all forms, researchers, and typists. If 
anyone is willing to work, come to the Brown and 
Gold any time. 
,----------, I REGISTRATION I 
I "Registration for second semester will begin-November 6th and I 
I run through December 8th. Seniors will be able to register Nov. 6-8, I Juniors Nov. 13·17, Sophomores Nov . 20-28, and Freshman Nov. 29-
1 
Dec. 8. 
1 All students are to receive · academic advisement from their advisors two weeks prior to their registration date. Lottery dates 
I are posted in the North hall of Loyola and outside the admissions I office. Finalization of registration will be January 8th. To facilitate 
I' finalization, students are asked to have with them their financial I clearnace, I. D. card, and address forms." L __________ J 
Brown& Gold 
Dear Editor, 
The faculty members of 
Regis are depriving 
themselves and their spouses 
of a rich and rewarding 
experience. It is a shame 
that more faculty members 
do not take advantage of the 
retreats given by the Campus 
Ministry. The retreats are a 
great opportunity to become 
involved with small groups of 
students for a day and a half. 
Admittedly the logistics 
involved in leaving one's 
family can cause problems, 
but it is possible to to trade 
babysitting with other faculty 
members or to have students 
babysit. After having been 
on a number of these retreats 
I can see the benefits to the 
students involved and to 
myself. 
If any faculty members is 
interested he or she can 
·contact me for more 
information about it. 
Yours truly, 
Dick English 
Dear Editor, 
In regard to your last 
article on girls football, we 
feel a comment is in order! It 
should be known that by 
playing these games we did 
not, by any means, intend to 
threaten your masculinity. 
We realize that we · should 
ilrnmn 
have never tried to play a 
game only you can play! 
Who are we to try to be equal 
with you and who are we to 
try and have some fun with a 
game like football. The 
closest we should be to a 
football is on the sidelines 
cheering you, our heroes, OJ1 
to vicctory! 
We know we will never 
come up to par with you: 
strong, masculine football 
players! Please do not let 
your male (C. P.) egos 
deflate over girls' sports! 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Hardie 
DebbieKos 
unb 
& 
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CAMPAIGN '72 
YEsD NoD 
Comment: In 1972 , the 93rd Congress of the United States approved 
an equal rights amendment to the U.S. Constitution. This amend-
ment would provide that equality of rights under the law shall not 
be denied or abridged by the State of Colorado or any of its political 
subdivisions on account of sex. (Aseparale federal equal rights 
amendment becomes effective 2 years following ratification by '1 ; 
of the States.) 
Ballot title-Act to amend Chapters 3 
and 63, CRS 1963 as amended. by a.dding 
three new articles which require, first. 
that public officials disclose their private 
interest: second. that all lobbyists 
' register and file periodic informational 
statements: third , that all official State 
meetings be open to the public. 
Nov. 3, 1972 
Ballot title-Amendment to Article 
II of the Constitution of the State of 
Colorado, relating to equality of 
rights of tlw ~es. 
Those favoring the amendment say: the 
proposal would provide fundamental con-
stitutional protection against discrimin-
ation in the public sector on the basis of 
sex: the proposal would ensure, by 
constitutional mandate, that the sexes 
share equally in any future duties. 
responsibilities , and privileges required 
of ·colorado citizens: passage of the 
amendment would indicate support by 
Colorado citizens for the federal amand-
ment. 
Those opposing the amendment say: 
women 's rights are already protected by 
the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitu-
tion; specific legislation, not a broad con-
stitutional amendment, may be all that is 
needed; the provision would apply only 
to the State and its political subdivisions, 
thus affecting governmental activity 
only and not private conduct; passage of 
proposal could open doors to future ex-
ploitation of women workers. 
Those favoring the amendment say: 
financial interests of elected officials. 
their spouses and minor children , should 
be public knowledge to indicate possible 
conflicts of interest between their own 
private gain and their respective duties 
of public office; allows public officials 
and general public to be aware of special 
interest groups: open meetings allow the 
public to have better knowledge of' 
governing bodies' actions. 
Those opposing the amendment say: 
YESD 
YESO 
Colorado has had few problems in these 
areas and existing proviswns are 
adequate: will create excess paperwork. 
more burdaucracy and will not cure con-
flict of interest: having to disclose 
complete financial status may discour-
age capable people from running for 
office: Colorado's legislature is very 
"open"-anyone can lobby-this amend-
ment could curb this freedom: requires 
open meetings only at state levels. 
Comment: This Amendment requires (l) filing of all financial 
interests by elected State ofl'icial. judges of Courts of Record: (2) 
regulates lobbyists (persons attempting to influence public policy) 
by requiring them to register and file periodic informational state-
ments with the Secretary of State: (3) requires open meetings of all 
State policy-making and rule-making bodies. thus expanding exist-
ing statutory requirements. 
Ballot title-Act to amend Chapter 13. CRS 1963 as 
amended. by udding u new article 25 estublishing 
a system of compulsory insurunce and compensa-
tion irrespective of fault for victims of motor 
vehicle accidents. setting forth the basis for re-
covery and the elements therefor. and establish-
ing an ussigned cluims plan to protect injured vic-
tims against uninsured tosses. 
Comment: The amendment requires auto owners to purchase auto 
insurance which provides liability protection: coverage for med-
ical expenses: lost earnings to be paid to owner regardless of fuult. 
in an accident. Allows owner to maintain insurance to cover 
damage to his auto, regardless of fault. but does not require such 
coverage. Prohibits cancellation of policies by insurer unless the 
insured has license revoked or fails to pay his premium. 
Those favoring the amendment say: 
eliminates need for establishing fault 
before payment of ·claims to those in-
jured: gives owners a choice of primary 
and secondary coverage for medical 
expenses and eliminates dupiicating in-
surance: cost savings should be realized 
with reduced legal und udininistrativc 
expenses: would pay uccident victims 
automaticully upon the occurrence of an 
accident und would eliminute tong wait-
ing periods. 
Those opposing the amendment say: 
only four stutes have adopted no-fault 
systems und even the proponents of no-
fault disugree on the \'arious provisions: 
it provides only partial no-fault in-
surance us it retuins the right to sue in 
cuses of deuth , severe injury, medical ex-
penses over $2000: there muy not he any 
real savings to u purchuser not well in-
formed about his primary co\'erage for 
medicul expenses. 
Ballot title-Act to amend Articles X and 
XI of the State Constitution to prohibit 
the Stat~ from levying tuxes und uppro-
priating or loaning funds for the pur.pose 
of aiding or furthering the 1976 Wmter 
Olympic Games. YESO NOD . 
Those favoring the amendment say: 
costs are underestimated , difference be-
tween federal support and · estimated 
costs is great, the State may huvc to pay 
this: taxpayer money should not be spent 
of promoting growth in Colorado: no 
more State money should be spent lor the 
games until more pressing statewide 
needs have been funded: the State will 
have other incremental costs for govern-
mental services. i.e.. ensuring public 
safety. 
Those opposing the umendment Si.ly 
Colorado will achieve economic benefits. 
exposure i.lnd influx of visitors will 
benefit businesses: federal funds i.li'C con-
tingent upon continued sti.ltc support of 
the games-i.l limitation on state funding 
would result in withdri.lWi.ll of federi.ll sup-
port and elimini.lte Colori.ldO i.lS the host 
for the Olympics: substantii.ll safegui.lrds 
are provided i.lgainst the possibility of 
state responsibility for cost o1·crruns. 
Comment: Thc 'C ity i.lnd County of Denver were awarded the 1976 
Winter Olympic Gi.lmes. The i.lmendment prohibits the State of 
Colori.ldO. but not its cities or counties. from ri.lising funds or a1dmg 
directly or indirectly the fini.lncing of the gi.lmcs for the Wmter 
Olympics. A vote " YES" mei.lns you ARE NOT IN FAVOR ol 
State funding. A vote "NO" mei.lns you ARE IN FAVOR of State 
funding. 
YESD 
. he Jro osal i.lllows the tegisli.lture to usc its ctiscrctwn 
Comment. T I P . . f. student 10'l11 Jlrogr<Im. AI. 
. f' · the scope i.Jnd pronSJOnS 0 i.l ' 
111 de mmg d· ries of the progri.lm i.lre not defined by the amend- . 
though the b~un 1 interest in a loan program hi.JS been on loans lor 
ment. the focus o bl' . ·nstitutions of higher education in Cotori.ldo. 
those enrolled m p.u ~t~ It I' nding for student assistance programs 
Current fiscal ~ Ci.lr s i.l c u 
is $9.1 million . 
Ballot title-Amendment to Article 
XI of the Constitution of the State 
of Colorudo providing for a Student 
Loan Progri.lm i.lnd the enactment 
of laws therefor. 
Those favoring the amendment say a 
number of ri.lctors suggest the need for 
state loi.ln progri.lms: the cost of educi.l-
tion continues to increi.lse: from the 
Standpoint or the Sti.lte i.Jnd its taxpayerS. 
loans hi.lve one i.ldvi.lnti.lge over scholi.lr-
ships i.lnd gri.lnts in thi.lt they are repaid. 
Creation or i.l state loi.Jn program could 
provide assistance to those Colomdo 
resident students who choose to i.lttend 
private or out-of-state institutions. 
Those opposing the amendment ~ay: 
loans have a limited 1·atue for students 
from low income families-scholarships 
better fit the needs of these students: in-
itiation of a loan program will probably 
be at the cost of other 1·ery successful aid 
programs now operating in Colorado 
(state supported work-study): the cost of 
implementing a state loan program ll'ill 
increase the already high cost of t•du-
cation to Colorado taxpayers. 
As the weather is progres-
sively getting colder in the 
upper elevations and the 
frozen H20 is gathering on 
the slopes of your favorite ski 
area, people start wondering 
which ski area can meet their 
personal demands. We 
cannot give you one selection 
as to the best but we will give 
you some vital information 
on four of the most 
reequented areas by R egis 
Students. 
'Loveland Basin 
One favorite of students is 
Loveland Basin, located 56 
miles from Denver via I-70 
and U.S. 6. One reason for 
Loveland's popularity is 
beca\llse of the early starting 
date which was scheduled to 
be October 15 and will be 
opening soon. Located at the 
base of Loveland Pass, the 
ski area offers a blend of 
sophisticated skiing facili-
ties, a variety of ski terrain, 
high altitude skiing above the 
timberline, big powder 
bowls, and a scenic view that 
is unmatched by any other 
area. The area is 75 per cent 
designed for the intermediate 
and expert skier. Lodging is 
available in nearby George-
town, but Loveland is 
considered a day area by 
many students because of the 
hour and a half driving time. 
Steamboat Springs 
Although not extremely 
close to Denver, Steamboat 
Springs is going to be popular 
to Regis students this year. 
The first annual Siger Ski 
Club Winter Carnival, March 
3-5, will be held at Steamboat · 
Springs. Steamboat has been 
going over the most extensive 
revitalization programs of 
any Colorado ski areas. This 
year a whole new mountain 
called Sunshine Peak will 
open, offering additional runs 
of superb snow. Three new 
lifts have been added to 
bring Steamboat's uphill 
capacity to 10,640 skiers per 
hour. 
With Billy Kedd as the dire-
ctor of skiing and new 
wxpanding facilities at the 
base of the mountain, Steam-
boat offers great skiing and a 
good night life for all. Steam-
boat is located 168 miles from 
Denver via 1-70 and US 40: 
approximate driving time is 
four and a half hours. Steam-
boat Springs offers a wide 
variety of lodging from the 
plush condominiums to the 
cheap, squeeze-every-body-
into-one-room type of 
lodging. As stated in their 
ads, "Steamboat's a co min ' ." 
i 
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Breckenridge 
One of Colorado's youngest 
ski areas celebrates its 
twelfth operational season 
this year. Major expansion 
continues as in the past two 
seasons with the addition of a 
new double chairlife, opening _ 
up 75 acres of new trails. 
Breckenridge, two years ago 
was a one mountain 
operation but since then a 
whole new mountain has been 
opened up for use. Located 
about 80 miles from Denver 
via l-70 and U.S. 6 to Colorado 
9 with a driving time of 
approximately two and a half 
hours. Breckenridge is 
basically orientated for the 
beginning to intermediate 
skier with the degree of run 
difficulty 75 per cent for this 
type of skier. Breckenridge 
is a popular weekend area 
with _package plans for 
lodgings and lift tickets avail-
able. Breckenridge boasts 
also of having one of the 
world's foremost profes-
sional skiers call it his home, 
Jean-Claude Killy. 
Winter Park 
Another favorite day area 
is Winter Park, located 67 
miles west of Denver via I-70 
and U.S. 40 over Berthoud 
Pass. Winter Park's popula-
rity is mainly because of 
what the area has to offer. 
WP is considered to be the 
best family and all-round 
area in the Rocky Mountain 
west. The degree of difficulty 
of its runs are expert 25 per 
cent, Intermediate 50 per 
cent, and beginner 25 per 
cent. Over the past two years 
Winter Park has added a new 
chair to expand· the 
mountain. WP boasts on 
uphill capacity of 10,000 
skiers per hour and its well 
groomed trails . Lodging is 
available with a variety of 
lodges, motel, condomin-
iums, resturants, and bars 
nearby. Driving time to 
Winter Park is about two 
hours and is popular on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays by 
many students. Our own 
Regis Racing team trains at 
WP. 
For further information on 
any of the Colorado ski areas 
contact anyone of the Siger 
Ski Club officers; Karl 
Tauscher, pres.: Mark 
Schneider, vice-pres.: Cathy 
Killion, sec.: Cathy Pellitier, 
treas. 
Photography & Layout 
by Jerry Kelly 
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The Nitty GriHy 
Dirt Band 
and 
QUESTIONAIRE 
THE STUDENT 
MATCH-UP CLUB 
WOMEN: $1 .00 
GUYS: $4.00 
Circle the school or schools from where you would most . like to 
meet a new match. 
(this questionnaire appearing in the following school newspapers) 
1. Regis College_ 8. Univ. of Colo. (Denver Center} Metro College -A productive supplement for meeting new fri ends 
-Brought to you by a group of former students 
-Guaranteeing a return of (5) potential matches or dates am! 2. University of Denver Community College 
sending your name to (5) other people who may or may not be on 
your list. 
3. Colo. Mines 9. ADenver area Nurses School 
4 . Air Force ~cademy 10. Don't care (other factors more important than 
which school) 
-We expect over one thousand returns. There's no commitment 5. loretto Heights 6. Temple Buell 
why not see who you match up with' 7. Parks School (about 370 chicks. 30 I)'JVSI 
Tear out this Questionaire and mail to: 
P. 0. Box 18344 Denver, Colorado 80218 
PART1. 
Circle one: I am a Guy Girl 
Please answer these next two questions if they seem relev~nt · 
1. My nationality, or heritage, is ___ ...,,__,_ __ 
(examples; Chicano. Italian. Irish. Jewish. etc.). 
I would most rather meet someone who is 
(examples; Chicano. Jewish. Swedish. etc.) 
ii. My astrological sign is 
I get akmg t:u~st with t-11.-  -:-f,-:,l:-lo-w-,-,9-!:'1-. ,-.,-o-. r-s.,.ig-n-:5--
Circle one: 
a. My thoughts are often quite deep and a guy-girl must have 
similar sensitivity in order to relate. 
b. I am sometimes contemplative and I like a guy-girl who is 
also contemplative, but only sometimes. 
c. My thinking is often "deep, " so someone whose thoughts 
aren't makes a good complement 
d. My thinking isn't too "deep," so someone whose thoughts 
are makes a good complement 
e. I like a guy-girl who is usually carefree, that is the way I am 
2. For a first date I would usually prefer to 
a. Just talk , get to know the other person 
b. Go to a movie we cou ld both enjoy 
c. Go to the mountains and get stoned 
d. Go to a " 3.2 type place" and dance 
e. Don't care 
3. Sexual relations should be: 
a. Reserved for marriage 
b. Reserved for someone you know well and love 
c. Reserved for someone you really like. 
d. Reserved for the moment that seems right and beautiful 
4 . I am : a. Pretty religious b . moderately religious c. not religious 
lam: 
a. (kind of a) freak, and I mainly like freaks 
b. A semi-freak and I can most relate to someone the same 
c. a semi-straight, and I can most relate to someone the same 
d. In comparison. relatively straight , and I can most relate to 
someone the same. 
e. I am mainly , but (or, and) I can most easily relate to 
5. The thr~e qualities I look for and most appreciate are: 
1. 
6. The three qualities someone could most appreciate in me are: 
2. 
3. 
PART II. (PLEASE BE HONEST) 
1. 
2. 
3 
1 . my hair color is: ______ Circle one: long-med.-short Ht. ____ Buitd· Slender-ave .-heavyset 
2. I like someone who ts · Ha1r color or, Don 't care Hair Length: Long -med .-short. or donT CARE 
Ht. Build: slender-ave.-heavyset. or don't care 
others Think 1 Am Physically: for me. Physical Attractiveness (good looks) is: 
a. Much above ave. 
b. Above ave. 
a. A priority of utmost importance . 
b. Relatively important (compared with other factors). 
I WOULD-would not consider a person who 
was of a different race 
Mine is 
c. Ave. in attractiveness 
d . O.k. c . Relatively unimportant {compared with other factors) 1 would like my name, address and phone number: 
e. Do not wish to answer a. Given to my potential match 
NAME _________ ,ADDRtss _______ CITY ___ STATE ___ _ 
ZIP---·- AGE ___ PHONE SCHOOL-----------
b. Just my name and phone number 
c. Just my name and address 
Please feet free to use a separate sheet of ~a per to include any comments. criticisms. or additions. 
Smokey Says: 
r-·- -·-----
1 ' 1\UJLD YOU DES11<'0Y 
I T~IS BEAUTIFUL j FORESTED CAM PI NC. 
! SPoT .•. ? " 
·i 
Harvey:s 
Cheerful 
Rowers_ 
"For flowers 
that make tile 
best scents" 
44tll. Lowell 
·433-2561 
Earl Scruggs 
Professional Tutoring 
Algebra 
Calculus 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Statistics 
Biology 
All tutors have Master's Degree 
Call 642-7146 6 A.M.-Midnight 
J\Nl'IOOI-a oolleqe of alternatives in undergraduate education, 
a leader in new ~ of learning. 'lbe ~>lashingt:cn-Baltinore 
catpus ~ to those who want to affect ~ in our 
society. Ne offer a wide range of p%03taus: Utban Planning, 
Envirormental Design, O:mrunity Develc:prent Resealch, HlJnan 
Developrent and Early I.eatnin.1, camun.ity Mental Health, His-
t.oxy, Political Science, Law and Politics, Urban Media inclu-
di.ng video, photocJraphy and film, Social Strategies and ~ 
search, lrumanistic Education, Social~. Music, t'ence, Writ-
ing and Theatre. Antioch's cono.u:-rent woiX/stl.dy progran is 
designed to aid students in supportini:J t:hem9elves and CXJ!l'le-
ment oou:rse work and individual and gro~ projects. M:let of 
oor classes are held at night and we a.rard credits for docu-
mented life/IIA:lrlt experience. Today's oollaJes and uni.versitie 
nust respond to the needs of the a:mrunities that surround 
them. We are cx:mnitted to making oor progrcrtS responsive. 
We attetpt to provide financial assistance to studentS with 
need. Our catp.IS is located in three areas: ~. 
Cbltl!bia and Baltilrore. We are ClalS.iderin] applicants for 
Winter and Spring 1973. 
Cbntact: 1\Nl'ICOi mr.ux~ 
J\nne Bernstein, Director of Mnissions 
525 St. Paul Street, aa!tinp~, M:l. 21202 
Le 
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Women's Tennis Team 
Splits Two Matches 
In the world of women's sports at Regis qui' te f th· 
· · a ew mgs have 
been happemng m the past few weeks. Firs( off th · 
. . , ere was an mtra-
mural swim meet on Oct. 17, with three enteri·ng th · · 
G
. . e competitiOn 
The teams were Iris Swim Club the Wild World f K b tt · the . ' o ra e es, and 
Swim Class. The Girls Swim Club 
walked with the crown as they 
totalled 46 points to WWK's 43. The 
Swim Class had a total of 25 points 
rounding off the competition. 
Turning to Powderpuff footb~ll ~fter four weeks of play the stand~ 
mgs are as follows: 
Wild World of Sports 3-0 
Spreadables 2-0 
Royal Suns 1-1-1 
Skilly Mooches 1-2 
Wahoo 0-3-1 
The newly formed girls tennis 
team has had two meets since its 
indoctrination into the sports scene 
at Regis. The first was with 
Lorreto Heights with Regis 
coming out on top winning three of 
the five matches. The winners 
were Sheila Robinson (8-5), 
Shanua McGuire (8-1) , and Jane 
Albrecht (8-2). Holly Butzen lost 0-
8 and in the doubles match Debbie 
Chernick and Mary Pat Gauthier 
lost3-8. 
The final games of the year will be 
on Nov. 5 pitting the Spreadables 
against the Royal Suns and Wild 
World will take on the Skilly 
MOOCHES. 
In their second contest against 
CU's Junior Varsity the team was 
unable to win a match against the 
powerful opponent. 
VISIT 
DENVER'S MOST COMPLETE 
Political Bookstore 
GIRLS 
COMPETITIVE 
BASKETBALL TRYOUTS 
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 9 
6:30p.m . 
A & B teams will be 
developed. 
No previous competitive 
experience_ necessary 
For further info: . 
433-8471 ex. 321 
the 
RESEARCH MATERIALS 
ALL TOPICS 
Radical Information 
Project Bookstore 
737 E. 17th 825-7413 
Write or call for your up-to-date mail-
order catalog of thousands of 
outstanding research papers. Enclose 
$1.00 for postage and handling. 
Mon. 12-6 Tues-Sat. 12-9 
Bring this Ad for 
25% Book discount. 
WE ALSO DO 
CUSTOM-MADE RESEARCH . 
Vietnam. Ecology, Imperialism 
Women's Liberation & much more-. 
CHAMPION RESEARCH, INC. 
636 BEACON STREET, SUITE 605 
BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
(617) 536-9700 
We need a local agent 
NO • ET 06 
FREE MAGAZINES 
REGULARLY 
for the REST OF YOUR LIFE! 
"'t • . 
• ....---••• covering rnejte 
import11nt 11te11s of int1rest: 
ACCOUNTING, ADVIRTISIHG, Ali.ONAUTICI, AGliCUI.TUll, APTI• 
TUDE TISTIHG, ARCHITICTUitl, NUCLEAl IHERGY, AUTOMATION & 
COMPUTUS, AUTOMOTIVI, IANICINe, IIOI.OGY, IOTAKY, ll.o\CIC 
STUDIIS, IOAT1NG, lOOKS, IUIIHISI, CHIMISTRY, CHILDitiN, ICOL• 
OGY, ICOHOMICS, IDUCATIOH, IUCTlOHICS, IMGINIIRING, l.cTil• 
To\IHMEHT, FOitiSTRY, &ARDINING, GENIALOGY, GIOLOGY, UliAT• 
RICS, HIALTM, HEARING, HISTORY, HOSPITAU, IHSUitAHCI, IH• 
TERtoa;:_·DUIGN, INTilNAT10HAI. TRADI; JHVmMIItn, ~ 
LAW. LAW IHFORC.IMIHT, LlllARY, LEATHER, LITIItATURI, .-Lin• 
ITOCIC, LUMIER, MANAGIMINT, MANUFACTURING, MIDiel~ . MIT• 
ALS, MniOROLOGT, MILITARY, MINING . & MIMilAU, M ... LI 
HOMIS, MUSIC, NUlSIN8, OCIANOGUPHY, OfFICI PlODU~TI. OPTI~ 
CAL, PATIHTS & COPYliiMTI, PITS, PHOTOUAPMY, fH'IItCI, 
PLASTICS, POETRY, POLiTICAL SCIINCI, PliMTINe, nYCMfLOGY, 
PSYCHIATRY, lEAl. iiSTATI, RAILROADS, ltiLIGION, liCJPIS, $AFITY, 
SALISMAIUHIP, SCHOOU, SCIIHCI, SHIPS, SOCIAl. SERVICI, lOCI,. 
OLOGY, "ORTS, TlAVIL, TltiAsUitiS. 
Many of theee maraalnea are tree only to thOH "in tha know". '!'hair 
other rerul&r readen pOll for their auHc:ripUon. But thvt'l!. a wt:r 
you can ret them abaolutal;r tree. And we·u Nncl ;roll oompMta ·• 
lalla alonr with an Indexed Uat of the p11blleatlona • • ·• tor enl:r-
,2.00--ot our nak I 
Whatever your Interests or hobblel, ·you"ll nn4 mr.p;&Jbea :7fN'Il 
want here. Some of them are modeat, limited etrd\!Ja~on Plltillca· 
tion1. But many are pluah, beautlfull;r ·prlnted m._ulnea aad ~-­
letters, published by somfl of tha mowt respected na~ In eaOh 
particular field. You'll recornlza internatlonall:r·knowJt 8Cieptl0c 
and profeulon&l aocletlea ... business. and trade aosoclatlona • .4 • Important government department• . . . corporatlona with worl -
wide access to important apeclo.Jized InformatiOn . _ •. famoul! -re-
search lnatltutlona and aocletlea • . . and more. Alld )"011 ean be 
put on the rerular malllnr llat for any of the publication• Hated-
and keep on recelvlnr them free, o.s long a1 you wlab. All It costa 
you Is the f%.80 tor our Invaluable directory. Order now · • • and 
enJoy a llfetllna oC the re11.dln .. you want ••• FREJD 1 
98 Rivenide Drive, 
A. A L R X 4 N 0 E R co. 
New Yorlt, N.Y. i 
I 
I 
Pleaae rush me ____ __uirectory(l) of 304 Free Marazlnd 1 
0 ,2.00 plua IOc po1tare. I 
Encloaed Ia ( ) ~heck or ( ) money order for ' 1 
(N.Y. reaident8 add IAiea tax.) 1 
PRINT NAJIIE ----------------- I 
ADDRESS-------------------------------- I 
CITY'----------------- I 
STAT·~·~-----------------ZIP I 
.._ _____ __..... 
_________ _, 
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Poco To Headline 
Show At Coliseum 
On Friday, November 17 at 
the Denver Coliseum , 
Starship Enterprises will 
host three outstanding artists 
on the rock scene. These 
groups will be headlined by 
POCO, one of the innovators 
of the country-rock 
movement. The other two 
appearing with .POCO will be 
It's A Beautiful Day, and Chi 
Coltrane. 
The idea behind this 
presentation is to bring to 
Denver good rock groups at 
less than rip-off prices. The 
tickets for the concert are 
only $2.50 and $3.50 and all 
seats are reserved. 
POCO music is created by 
Richie Furay on six-guitar, 
Paul Cotton on electrical 
guitar, Rusty Young on pedal 
steel guitar, George 
Grantham on drums and Tim 
Schmit on bass. They all 
double as vocalists and 
composers. 
Their first album was 
called . "Pickin' Up The 
Pieces", and they did that all 
right. They picked up the 
pieces and put them back 
together in grand style. That 
first album sold over 100,000 
copies. Their second album, 
"POCO.", sold over 200,000 
copies. The album 
DELIVERIN' sold over what 
their first two did and is still 
selling well. It was recorded 
live at Madison Square 
Garden and the Boston Music 
Hall . 
In Denver, tickets are 
available at the Denver 
Folklore Center, all four Big 
Value Tapes and Records, 
INSIGHT SEMINAR. 
In an era when government seems quite impersonal, 
monsterously bureaucratic, and so far removed from the people it 
is intended to serve, how can the individual citizen make his voice 
heard above those of the vested interests. and big business? Twenty 
years ago, &0 per cent of the public felt that voting was the best way 
to affect the government. Now barely over half the people feel that 
way. And the portion of young people who hold that opinion is even 
smaller. 
Yet,itven with increased evidence of the citizen's alienation from 
government, there are optimistic signs. A growing trend among 
those demanding a responsive government is the "Ralph Nader 
approach" utilized by numerous citizen-interest groups and, of 
course, the famed consumer advocate himself. 
If you would like to disc.uss this subject of the individual in the big-
government society, you are invited to participate in an INSIGHT 
seminar to be held Saturday, November 4th. Professor Donald 
Salmon, Chairman of the Department of Government at Regis will 
be a featured participant. 
The informal seminar will be' held in a mountain cabin near 
Central City and there is no cost to the student. If you have further 
questions, feel free to contact Rick Greiwe, Carroll 232 , or Chris 
Whitaker. 
The next INSIGHT Seminar will be November llth, and the 
topic will be "The Feminine Role in Society.'· 
The Hanging Rhinoceros 
Electr~:mics Service 
at Fair Rates 
Color T.V., Quad, Instrument 
Amps 
Tape, All Stereo Custom 
Building 
. Z480 Raleigh St. 458-6193 
Nov.3, 1972 
Instructor May lose 
Job Because Of AH 
A-Grading Policy 
Seattle, Washington (CPS)--
The University of Washington 
administration has begun 
proceedings to rid the school of 
an academic scourge: an 
· ipstructor who gives all "A's." 
Dr. Jeff Morris gave every one 
of the 675 students in his 
introductory economics class of 
·the top grade. 
Defending his grading policy, 
Morris claimed that "Grades 
destroy real incentive to learn, 
force students to treat their 
teachers as cops, and alienate 
students from each other by 
fostering competition and 
discouraging cooperation.'' 
Many of Morris' students have 
joined him in his fight to keep liis 
job. The mellow atmosphere in 
his classes, they say. is much 
more conducive to learning than 
the usual tt>nsion-filled, terror-
College, both academically and as 
a community of teachers, stu-
dents, and administrators who 
really respect each other and 
share together in shaping their 
common destiny. The AAUP Chap-
ter is going to be involved in es-
tablishing more professional proce-
·dures for faculty promotions and 
more humane and professionally 
appropriate faculty standard of liv-
j.ng. But, an AAUP Chapter is no 
"patsy", and as this new Chapter 
has already begun to show, it has 
"sting" where the members see 
serious issues of principle at stake. 
Freedom , 
Probably the shortest descrip-
tion of the intent of the AAUP Chap-
ter is the word,"freedom" . 
Academic freedom-to teach and 
to learn, but with that and as its 
necessary condition, to have a real 
voice in shaping Regis College and 
its policies for that is where the 
teaching and learning process goes 
on. Political freedom-to discuss 
openly and frankly the problems, 
the reasons and the emotional fac-
tors that affect the life of Regis Col-
lege people. Human freedom-to 
ltve with decency and according to 
the reasonable needs of a profes-
sional family in the Denver area. 
An AAUP Chapter protects the 
faculty in the exercise of these free-
doms (whether they are AAUP 
members or not), but, of course, 
nothing can finally replace vigor-
our exercise of professional compe-
tence and personal integrity by 
each faculty member: 
Written by Jim Breshnahan 
Some Things 
Go BeHer 
Than Coke 
(CPS) --Coca-Cola mav be 
insidiously capitalistic, i~ the 
eyes of most communistic 
country governments but the 
Polish government views Coke as 
the answer to a growing 
alcoholism problem in that 
country. 
The Polish government 
recently asked Coca-Cola to sell 
their product as a competitor for 
the large teenage beer and vodka 
.market. Pepsi-Cola will also be 
sold, but as the official organ of 
the Polish Communist Pm1v 
explained, "It just doesn't taste 
the same." 
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this week. 
Calif. to Vote "This issue is freedom--the 
on Pot Issue 
firght of people to be free in 
their own homes, the 
consciousness, to make their 
own decision as to what 
San Francisco, Calif. 
(CPS)--Voters in California 
may legalize posession of 
marijuana in that state this 
November 7 elections. 
A late poll shows 33 percent 
of the population in favor, 
with 63 percent against and 5 
percent undecided. 
And this is before hundreds 
of volunteers, , including 
students and long hairs, start 
canvassing door-to-door with 
leaflets supporting the issue, 
now known as Proposition 19. 
And experts agree that 
about five million people--a 
quarter of the population--
.Rave tried marijuana in 
California, and will form the 
backbone of the "yes" vote. 
Proposition 19, if approved 
would remove all criminal 
penalties for the use, 
possession, cultivation and 
processing of marijuana by 
persons over the age of 18 
years. 
"The message isn't just 
marijuana," says a 
statement released by CMI 
- substance they will or will not 
consume.'' 
If the proposition is 
approved, it will take effect 
immediately in California, 
and would surely have 
national voters and 
lawmakers in other States up 
and about., 
PHONE 455.371 I 
NORTH FEDERAL 
"66" SERVICE 
PHILLIP'S TIRES. BATTERIES- ACCESSORIES 
BRAKES • TUNE UP • ROAD SERVICE 
Diagnostic tune-ups 
!5000 FEDERAL BLVD. DENVER, COLO. 802.21 
Nov. 3, 1972 
Christmas creations a Ia Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii from 
original, three-dimensional designs to delight the 
collector. For treasured gifts, choose from over 200 
~·· · items, eac~ hand-painted in gay Christmas colors. 
.. Our catalog sent on request-Send $1 Dep. Refundable 
\..._ . ORDERS AIRMAILED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT 
t ·~ 
~ . 4 L E X 4 N 0 E R eo. 
98 Riv~rside Drive, 
STUDENT SENATE presents 
the film 
who needs tt-e VvOrld when you 
own the moon a1d stars. 
"frl8rlds" 
[!!] TECHNICOLOR"' 
~ A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
' 
and • • • a freebeell 
MANCHILD 
in concert 
• ser1es: 
IN CONCERT ...... NEXT Friday 
, procol harum 
Nov. 10, 1972 8:00p.m. 
in the field house 
tickets now in the bookstore 
for only $4.00 
(tickets at the door $5.00) 
movies-musically yours 
"friends" 
(soundtrack by 
Elton John) 
"the point" 
(soundtrack 
by Nillson) 
all for only $1.00 
NOV. 10-12 Sci. Amp. 
Saturday, Nov. 18 7:30p.m. 
fieldhouse room #5 
I 
I 
' 
) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Welcome Sports Fans to 
the crazy , unpredictable 
world of sport. Football is 
now complete--with 
exception of the champion-
ship game on Wednesday, 
November ~nd , 8: 00 p.m.--
this championship game will 
feature the No-N ames versus 
Hootch. 
The No-Names, a group of 
athletes that want to prove to 
Regis College and the world 
that they are the best, will go 
into the game highly favored . 
This team breezed through 
trounament play with impres-
sive wins over the Krabs and 
the Italian Club. Amassing 
an impressive 80 points in two 
games of the tournament, the 
No-Names, with Rick 
Sandberg, " Flea " Lunder-
man, and big "Mo" Richard-
son, will be practically 
unstoppable in the finale on 
Wednesday night. 
The Hootch, a team that 
had its high and lows this 
season, will oppose the No-
N ames. This group of Sophs 
pulled the supreme upset of 
the year by defeating the 
Royal Suns by the score of 30-
22. The Suns, figuring to take 
it all, overlooked the Hootch. 
and were stunned by the 
scrambling of QB Lysaught 
and the hard+ HITTING 
LINE PLAY OF Terry Ryan 
and Peter Martin. When 
asked about the upcoming 
championship game and the 
overwhelming odds against 
them, one Hootch player 
turned and replied , 
" Stranger things have 
happened." 
. ----Good Luck to both teams----
It is traditional of the Wild 
World Staff to present 
awards, after the completion 
of an intramural season, to 
~the greats of Regis College 
Sport. 
Heismann 
Lysaught 
Trophy--Bill 
Worst Referee--Fred Daues 
Best Referee--Ken Peacock 
Biggest Bitcher--Dee Wilson 
Worst Team--M.F.I.C. 
Most Under-rated Player--
RickNikkel 
"Hot Dog" of the Year--
"Flea" Lunderman 
"Cheap shot" Artist--Brain 
Fitzgerald 
Best Defensive Player--Mark 
Glorioso 
best Offensive Player--tie: 
Jack and Jerry Caruso 
Best Team--To be decided 
after Wednesday Night 
PICK THE WINNER 
GAMES PLAYED NOV. 5 
RULES . 
Predict one winner for each game by checking the 
appropriate box. 
Fill in your name and local address. 
Entries must be turned into the Belial Bar no later 
than12p.m . . SahirdayNov.4. 
The winner will be awarded three FREE 
pitchers of beer from the Belial Bar 
The winner will be announced Monday, Oct. 16 in 
the bar by the Wild World of Sports staff. The 
winner will have until Thursday, Oct. 1 9 to collect. 
3 '~ -(Members . f '\he Wild World of Sports staff, bartenders, and Brown 
& Gold are not eligible to enter) 
TIE 
DENVER*** 0 New York Gi<mts 0 0 
-
' Atlanta n los Angeles n n 
Chicago n Detroit n n 
Cincinnati n Pittsburgh n n 
Dallas 0 San Diego n n 
-
Houston 0 Cleveland n n 
-
Miami - 0 Buffalo n n 
-~wOrleans n Minnesota n n 
Oakland n Kansas City n n 
-
St.Louis 0 Philadelphia 0 n 
-~n Francisco n Green Bay 0 n 
Washington 0 New York Jets n D 
-
... 
SCORE: DENVER New York Giants--
NAME 
LOCAL ADDRESS 
..... 
Best Defensive Lineman--
Tie: Pat Laband and Pat 
Stenson 
Best Spectator--Fr. Steele 
Best Photographer--John 
Sauer (he's the only one!) 
Loudmouth of the Year--
Larry Worth (who else?!) 
Most Over-rated Team--
Krabs 
Most Under-rated Team--
KOK 
ALL STAR TEAM 1972 
Offensive 
Bill Lysaught-QB--Hootch 
Jack Caruso-HE--Royal Suns 
Jerry Caruso-End--I-Club 
Mark Henke-End--KOK 
Fred Daues-Guard--Hootch 
Rick Cote-Guard--No-Names 
John Topp-Center--Royal 
Suns 
Defensive 
Dee Wilson-Back--No-Names 
Mark Glorioso-Back--Royal 
Suns 
Bob Gohsman-Back--Hootch 
Pat Laband-End-No-Names 
Pat Stenson-End--Krabs 
Bob Schmitz-Nose--Royal 
Suns 
Terry Steinmetz--back--No 
Names 
.. . 
·· · ··· ··· 
********:\~ ~ *:;•8•'••'• 
The Roundball season will 
begin in two weeks . The 
rosters are available to all 
interested. Turn them in to 
Bob Schmitz or Dave Foley. 
The season shapes up to be a 
great one. The panthers, the 
returning champions, are at 
full strenth and returning 
lettermen Paul Smith, Larry 
Jackson and Huey Jackson, 
BUSBY 
LIQUORS 
ONt.BLOCK SOUTH OF lEGIS 
4901 low~ll Blvd. 
455-4531 
81UNG PROPER 
IDENTIFICATION 
BEN and VIRGINIA 
HOURS: 
Weekdays-8:30 to 10:30 
Fri. & Sat.-8:30 to 11 :30 
\Vitlase / ~ I" PANCAKE HOUSE·-:-~ 
RESTAURANT 
4850 FEDERAL 
SERVING All TYPES 
OF MEAlS FROM 
PANCAKES TO 
STEAKS AND TROUT 
SUN.- THUR. 
6:00AM til12:00 PM 
FRI. 
& - 6:00AM til 3:00AM 
SAT . 
na-traiHl ~rail 
~ha•ll\fs 
Wlw will win Covetted Crown? 
are ready to "shoot the eyes 
out of the bucket.'' Rumor 
has it that Wily Davis will be 
in a Panther uniform for the 
first part of the B-Ball 
season. This could mean 
trouble for all opponents. 
The Basketball season is 
always a fun and exciting 
time with plenty of action. 
TURN IN YOUR ROSTERS! 
LEAGUE STANDINGS 
B League 
l. Royal Suns l. Denver Whappers 
2. No Names 2. KOK 
3. Hootch 3. Krabs 
4. Cypredemians 4. Fertile Crescent 
5. M .F.I.C. 5. Brothers United 
6. Kool Blues 6. Tulsa Topps 
7. CHE 7. Paranoia Blues 
A career in law ... 
without law schoo·l. 
When you become a Lawyer' s Assistant , 
you 'l l do work traditionall y done by lawyers 
- work which is cha!lengmg , respons1ble 
and intel lectual ly stimu lating. Lawye r' s 
Assistants are now so crit ica lly needed that 
The Inst itute for Pa ralegal Training ca n 
offer you a position in the c ity of you r c ho1~e 
- and a higher starting salary than you d 
expect as a recent col lege graduate. Here 
is a career as a professional w1th fmanc1a l 
rewards that increase with your developing 
expertise. . 
If you are a student of high academ1c 
standing and are interested 1n a le~al 
career, come speak with our representative . 
Contact the Placement Office. 
A representative of The lnstit\,Jte 
wiH visit your campus on : 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
NOTE : If the above date is inconvenient for you . 
please call or write The Institute for information . 
The Institute for 
Paralegal Training 
13th floor . 401 Walnut St .. Phila .. Pa. 19106 
(215) WA 5-0905 
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COMPLETE 
WATER -
BEDS 
BROWN AND GOLD 
AN INFORMAL MEETING WITH 
THE PRESIDENT 
Tuesday, November 14, 1972 
12:30-1:30 
Fr. Clarke and Fr. Casey will be on 
hand for an informal question-
answer period in the Science Amp. 
All day students are specially 
invited to attend this gathering. 
Nov. 3, 1972 
"SPIRITS FOR THAT 
SPECIAL HIGH" 
72M j J:EDERAL 
WEEKDAYS NOON TIL 9 
SATURDAYS NOON TIL 6 
RUM RUNNER LIQUOR 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Steve Reisbeck 
(nice guy) 
WEEKDAYS 9A.M. -10 P.M. 
FRI. & Sat. 9 A.M.-11A.M . 
WHEN YOU FORTUNATELY MISS DINNER! 
A SUPER 
SHEFTHIS · 
BIG TO 
GOOD FOR: (1) BEER 
(2) WATER 
(3) ANYTHING 
. 
BURGER CHEF 
ELECTION DAY IS 
Nov. 7. Vote 
ALSO STARRING: 
HOT HAM & CHEESE 
SHAKES 
APPLE TURNOVERS 
BROWN 
FRENCH 
SOMETHING 
FOR 
EVERYBODY 
GIMME 
A SKIPPER'S 
TREAT 
MAN! 
50TH + FEDERAL 
(CLOSE TO REGIS) 
LATE NIGHT MUNCHIE CURE 
(AFTER 9 P.M.) SUPER SHEF/BIG SHEF 
79c OR SKIPPER'S TREAT 
FRIES, SMALL DRINK SAVE 28¢ 
